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Our machines
Consider following us on YouTube or getting our newsletter to stay informed about latest developments and see our newest machine models as soon as they come available.
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Pouch Filling Machine
 Monofiller Multihead 4
The Monofiller Multihead 4 is our automatic pouch filling through the spout and capping machine. It can fill top and corner spouted pouches.

 Read more
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Spout Inserting Machine
 SI-LAB - Spout Inserting Machine
We designed this machine to use in a rather laboratorial environment for small quantities, for research and development purposes.
 

 Read more
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Spout Inserting Machine
 SI-60 - Spout Inserting machine
SI-60 is a servo driven, fully automatic spout inserting machine fitted for larger production plants. This thermal spout inserting machine is an industrial spout sealing machine for companies who need a machine with high production capacity.
The SI-60 is a high capacity spout inserting machine, set up to handle up to 60 spouts per minute.

 Read more
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Pouch Filling Machine
 Monofiller Multihead 2
The Monofiller Multihead 2 is our premium machine that can fill up to 60 packs per minute through the spout. This machine is used in the food and non-food industry. It can handle high viscous products and products with particles.

 Read more
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Pouch Filling Machine
 Smartfiller
Small advanced tabletop spouted pouch filler
Filling pre-made pouches through the spout and capping them.  This machine is also capable of filling and capping of rigid plastic containers like bottles, buckets or jerrycans.
This smart filler is our introduction model for pilot/small production runs for pouch filling through spout system. At the lowest cost and space in your own facility or lab.

 Read more
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Pouch Filling Machine
 Monofiller Stepper
The Monofiller Stepper is an entry level automatic filling and capping machine that fills up to 25-30 pouches per minute through the spout. This machine is equally usable for the food or non-food industry. It can handle high viscous products and products with particles.

 Read more
 



 Discover all our machines

Watch demonstrations below.




Monofiller Multihead 2
The Monofiller Multihead 2 is our premium machine that can fill 60 packs per minute through the spout. This machine is used in the food and non-food industry. It can handle high viscous products and products with particles.

 Discover machine




Smartfiller
Filling pre-made pouches through the spout and capping them. This “smart” machine can be custom built with a range of different options.

 Discover machine




Monofiller Stepper
Monofiller is a 100% servo controlled spout filling machine. This machine fills pre-spouted pouches through the spout and caps them.

 Discover machine
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Our solutions
	High-viscosity foods and sauces
	Fruit juices & beverages
	Alcoholic drinks
	Homecare products
	Personal care products
	Chemical and technical products
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All information and measurements mentioned on this page are merely indicational and for informational purposes only. Information and measurements in this document can be subject to changes without further notice. For the latest info always revert to Scaldopack.
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